
A systems approach to 
climate change response in the 
Goulburn Murray region
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Presentation Notes
The sense of Optimism across the GMID was clearly declining over the preseding number of years, water leaving the area, numbers of active dairies changing, the historic picture of permanent pastures with dairy cows apparent across the GMID had changed, the cost of water was increasing, the Water Market whilst allowing flexibility was seen as a drain of the regions wealth. Markets were changing, and the transformation of the GMID was considered underway. A changed way of a managing the system as a whole was made a priority.GMW Modernized delivery system was seen to eb underutilized A Series of gatherings with the regions leaders in 2018 and 2019 saw agreement reached that something needed to change.
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GMID stretches from Yarrawonga in the East to Swanhill in the west, Approximately 15,000 Properties Just under 700,000 ha of irrigable land. Dairy, Irrigated Cropping, Fruit, Nuts, Vegetables, Horses, Grazing Water Use, 550 GL in a dry year up to 1400 GL, average about 1000GL although this is shifting. 



What was changing ?? 
• Climate
• Water
• Markets
• Demographics
• Systems



Irrigation footprint 1997
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This Infra Red image shows irrigation as it was in 1997 2000 GL water delivered IR image showing summer active irrigation (predominantly permanent pasture associated with dairy)Note both the extent and intensity



Irrigation footprint 2019
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2019 summer irrigation – irrigation intensity and extent has significantly reduced and moved around Area irrigated is approximately 50% of area irrigated in 1997



February 2019
February 2020
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A Closer in Image of Central Goulburn Area between Echuca and Shepparton Shows changing Irrigtion all Pictures of Summer Irrigation 



Process

Goulburn Murray 
Resilience project

 Vision for region?
 What supports or 

reduces resilience?
 How can we build 

resilience in our 
region?

Interventions 
created by region’s 

specialists

GMR Vision workshop
May 2018

Discussion with 
groups across the 

region 
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�After Understanding of the Reality and Scale of Change was accepted The idea to develop a GMID Resilience Master Plan project has come about through work by regional leaders. The aim was and still is to create a plan to strengthen the region, making it more resilient to a range of possible futures. The development of the Goulburn Murray Resilience Strategy is a response to the macro drivers of change that are impacting the GMID region – both positive and challenging. The region, like most rural landscapes, is subject to dynamic volatility, and the pace of change is difficult for communities to cope with. 



Resilience?
Resilience = the capacity of a system to cope with change 
while creating opportunities towards a shared vision
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Systems approach to understanding and influencing the region. 
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Resilience is a spectrum of persistence, adaptation and transformationThe iceberg model demonstrates that it is most effective to intervene more deeply within our system. Working above the water line will not address the underlying patterns, processes and systemic structures that enable us to adapt and transform. It may take time and be harder to implement, but deep adaptation and transformation provides stronger potential to respond positively in the face of change. When change happens, both positive and unwanted, resilient people, communities, industries and regions do a range of things to manage that change. At different times, they will: PERSIST: Make small changes until things return to normal. For example, industry groups conducting online extension during a pandemic. ADAPT: Make permanent change to adapt to ongoing change. For example, growing crops suitable for warmer, dryer climates. TRANSFORM: Deliberate, significant change to something different. For example, shifting land use from agriculture to energy production 



Resilience?
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The Goulburn Murray Resilience Strategy lays out 8 Resilience Principles. These principles are the characteristics of a system that shows resilience. Applying these principles will allow the regional system to better deal with change.  Complexity perspective – The tendency to focus on enterprises or industries in isolation from the whole system reduces resilience by missing critical linkages, feedbacks and unintended consequences. Developing an understanding and capacity to plan and work with this complexity is one of the most powerful steps we can take.Governance that embraces change – Governance approaches that embrace change help a system to prepare for, respond to and learn from change Foster cohesion, self organisation and local responsibility – Because no one group has control of a complex system, no one can build resilience on their own. Resilience building must be a system wide, collective process. Self-organisation, local decision making, and cohesion are important for addressing local scale problems. There is very clear evidence that communities with strong social capital and capacity to self-organise suffer less during shocks and disasters and recover faster.Design for flexibility – Flexibility offers long term regional resilience in the face of uncertainty by allowing for future adaptation at lower cost. It is crucial to avoid “lock-in traps”, which occur when system feedbacks become self-reinforcing, preventing change. For example, it is possible that the relatively ‘fixed’ footprint of current infrastructure (water supply, sewerage capacity etc.) may reduce economic possibility. Manage networks and connectivity – Systems that effectively manage networks are more resilient. Networks and connections between and across people, organisations, decision makers, industries and ecosystems allow ‘flows’ between parts of a system, including flows of resources, knowledge and information, social norms and emotions and genetic material.Value, retain and build response and recovery capacity – The least vulnerable systems are those that have buffers, reserves, diversity and redundancy (multiple ways of doing and thinking; diverse of people, cultures, institutions; diverse landscapes, land uses, industries and climates; buffers of resources etc.). When a system experiences a shock or stress, response and recovery capacity act like a shock absorber, ‘soaking up’ and minimising impact and improving the chance of rapid recovery.Orientate towards slow variables, leverage & tipping points – In complex systems, focusing more attention on slow changing dynamics and the presence of leverage and tipping points improves effectiveness of governance and management.Learn for change – Deliberate, structured learning is central for innovating and dealing with change and uncertainty. It allows regional leaders to extend knowledge and develop innovative ways of addressing blockers to desired futures.Examples:Self organisation: Water saving during the Millennium drought (cohesion, self-organisation & local responsibilityFlexibility: Melbourne Water – sewerage systems with flexibility to allow for growth, decline or changes in settlement patternsResponse and recovery capacity: Drought, recession reduce recovery capacity. Some farmers have greater capacity to adapt. Manage connectivity – flow of information within your business via your Corp PlanRedundancy – Several recent studies suggest the economic benefits of building response and recovery capacity are significant, but that those benefits are realised over longer time frames. The prevailing paradigm is focused on shorter term efficiency and economic return at the expense of these capacities. E.g. The desal plant gives redundancy but it is not a particularly flexible asset. Slow variables – climate change has a complex impact on this system both through changed inflows to the systems and higher demand and , interaction with water and energy priceLearn for change – Water sector seems to do this well



Intervention 
streams

Learning for change

Leadership & 
coordination

Circular 
economy

Futures of agriculture

Natural & built assets
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Developed by a whole lot of people with expertise and experienceThese five intervention streams embody the principles of resilience in real and practical ways. The interventions proposed in each stream have been developed by people from the region.They will be delivered by a range of people and organisations. The interventions will and must evolve as the system changes and knowledge respondsTogether, we will take the steps that will positively shape the future of the Goulburn Murray region. 



Foundation 
Interventions
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A quick summary of the current priority Actions under each Intervention.There are many more and these will change,
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As an example of what is underway The Agricultural Redevelopment Coordination (ARC) Project will provide a one-stop shop for agricultural investment. Provision of data, guidance on approval processes, case management of development proposals, and inter agency liaison, would be key services provided. 
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The Learning for Change has a few almost there initiatives. Working with Governements and Institutions but it is difficult to put regional interests over Individual Organisation’s and Agency desires.Who is best to do? our How to do it better together! needs to be the mantra.
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Despite the rhetoric the Coordination of Effort is the key gap.So much data, information and opportunity that just needs focus. Integration to move towards a no waste or renewable region. Government Action is seen as a LAG Indicator so expecting the way to be lit for is flawed approach.



Governance
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Now established Taskforce in place.Community BoardMembers: The Community Board is made up of people representing communities and industries across the region. They have expertise relevant to resilience and have influence in their communities and industries. Role/responsibility:The Community Board are custodians of the Strategy. They guide the work of their staff  and the evolution of the strategy in line with resilience principlesPERSIST: Make small changes until things return to normal. For example, industry groups conducting online extension during a pandemic. ADAPT: Make permanent change to adapt to ongoing change. For example, growing crops suitable for warmer, dryer climates. TRANSFORM: Deliberate, significant change to something different. For example, shifting land use from agriculture to energy production.For example, industry groups conducting online extension during a pandemic. ADAPT: Make permanent change to adapt to ongoing change. For example, growing crops suitable for warmer, dryer climates. TRANSFORM: Deliberate, significant change to something different. For example, shifting land use from agriculture to energy production.StaffMembers:The Taskforce staff is a a small and professional group.Role/Responsibility:The role of the Taskforce staff is to take action coordinate the region to make interventions to increase system resilience on behalf of the Taskforce.This will include supporting community, businesses, industry and government to undertake interventions, ensuring the resilience principles are applied, tracking what has been tried and the impacts, evolving the strategy accordingly, facilitating resilience capacity building, managing the resilience seed bank and community leadership forums.Regional PartnershipsMembers:The Taskforce will report to the Mall, Loddon Campaspe and Goulburn Regional PartnershipsRoles/Responsibilities:The Regional Partnerships will provide a direct link between the Taskforce and government, reflecting on the lessons learned from interventions and what it means for future interventions. Placed Based resilience groupsRoles/Responsibilities:The Taskforce supports the development and operation of place based resilience groups who work in their communities to build resilience skills locally.Resilience Stream ForumsRoles/Responsibilities:The Taskforce has sub groups with oversight of the each of the five resilience streams. These groups keep in touch the the relevant industries and ensure that the intent of the stream is maintained or evolved in line with the resilience principles. Multiple levels and areas within governmentRoles/Responsibilities:The Taskforce has close links with multiple levels and areas within government. Government is a vital support to the region, providing insight, network connections, research support, support for interventions, feedback loops to improve future efforts.
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The Strategy is now being accepted across the region as critical to provide guidance on the future actions 
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Resilience is quickly becoming the most widely used word in the Political Rhetoric, 
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Resilience is quickly becoming the most widely used word in the Political Rhetoric, 
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The Strategy is now being accepted across the region as critical to provide guidance on the future actions 



Now to 
operationalise
the strategy!!



Questions??
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